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Abstract: Federal departments and agencies are making use of social media tools to share and exchange information with individuals and organizations that rely upon government services. As a result, they are increasingly generating government records within these technologies. The National Archives and Records Administration has acknowledged the challenges of managing social media content and has published *A report on federal Web 2.0 use and record value* detailing some of the issues related to the management of Web 2.0 records within federal departments and agencies.

This study examines how executive branch departments and agencies are addressing records generated by social media through a thematic analysis of federal records management policies. The research questions of the study are: (1) To what extent are federal departments and agencies addressing social media content within their records management policies?, (2) If social media content is addressed in federal records management policies, how is it being addressed?, and (3) To what extent are the policies consistent with the NARA guidance for managing Web 2.0 records?

The study ultimately presents a framework to allow researchers, technologists, policymakers, and practitioners in the area of records and archives to understand how records management policies in select U.S. federal departments and agencies are addressing records generated by social media.
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